
 

 

 

 

 

When it comes to handling heavy material in warehouses or production facilities, they need adequate 
equipment to be operated, and heavy-duty electric tuggers for sale online can only match this requirement.  

Heavy-duty electric tuggers come with several advantages, and almost all of them will match your requirement 
with an approximate range. Since these are easy to handle and require no frequent maintenance, it would be 
great to maintain them to come up with the right approach for improving things.  

Electric-powered tuggers come with several additional advantages that completely suit the warehouse operator, 
and some of them are mentioned here.  

Boosting productivity  

Boosting the productivity of the warehouse or manufacturing units is the foremost advantage of using powered 
tuggers. These are mainly designed to pull heavier loads that reduce the implementation of manpower or other 
equipment. Electric tuggers are compact machines that can be connected to a wheeled load and move when 
getting operated. It is entirely effortless, and this is why people who require constant operation for heavier 
loads inside the warehouse or production area always choose these machines that can perfectly match these 
needs.  

Additionally, the operator can handle other heavy machines that are being operated in the warehouse without 
any specialized training. There is less manpower required to move the heavy load because only a single person 
is needed in order to free up the time of the employees to concentrate on others.  

No manual handling is required.  

Since speed is of the essence doesn't mean that staff safety needs to suffer. In fact, the key benefit of the heavy-
duty electric tugger is that it boosts efficiency and reduces the right of handling accidents as well.  

There is no need for a person is pushing or pulling a load into a certain place; the tug takes the strain. If you 
want to move something heavy up and down slopes, that is not going to create any obstacles. An electric tugger 
securely attaches the load, creating an unbreakable connection.  

Not only this machine reduces the risk of toppling and trapped limbs, but it also minimizes the potential for 
long-term physical problems like musculoskeletal disorders.  

This is why electric tug is a favourite in various sectors, including retail, logistics and healthcare sectors. When 
there is a requirement to move loaded roll cages and laundry cages, an electric tugger is a trusted solution.  
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Complete utilizing of the available space.  

There is various fixed infrastructure like overhead cranes or pulleys and chains that make the static process, 
and they contribute heavily to the production process. When you are tasked to operate in the sallow space, you 
have to implement compact machines like electric tugger. These are some of the most outstanding machines 
that can perfectly match your needs without any additional assistance. In terms of maneuverability, these 
tuggers work excellently compared to their counterparts. Due to the ability to operate in a narrow space, it is 
quite interesting to get the required result when needed.  

Since it has a small turning circle and can navigate around the corners safely and easily. This is why tuggers can 
always be found in congested environments with a high amount of footfall and limited space.  

Save money while handling heavy loads.  

Earlier, warehouse operators used various fixed equipment like overhead cranes or a system of pulleys and 
chains, which were less flexible than tuggers. Similarly, investing in a fleet of forklifts can also be costly.  

Electric tuggers, on the other hand, come at a fraction of the price and all without additional expenses that are 
associated with training forklift operators. Tuggers don't need much investment like forklifts or don't need 
much maintenance either. While load solutions continue, the money gets saved continuously.  

These are a few things that make the heavy-duty electric tuggers for sale online popular. Many 

warehouse operators today prefer to invest in these outstanding machines. 

 

 

 

https://superlift.net/products/heavy-duty-electric-tug


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Address: 

Superlift Material Handling Inc 

23-500 Fairway Rd S, Ontario, N2C1X3   

Kitchener, Canada 

Phone: 519 635-8909 

Email: sales@superlift.net  

Web: https://superlift.net/ 

mailto:sales@superlift.net
https://superlift.net/collections/tuggers-and-pushers


 
 


